
Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of Thurs. 23 March 2023 

Compiled Thurs. 23 March 12:01 am EST by Judy Byington, MSW, LCSW, Therapist ret, 

Journalist, Author: ―Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her 

twenty-two multiple personalities‖ 

 

Trump Indictment Called Off – Prosecutor Had Withheld 600 Pages of Evidence 

Supreme Court Refuses to Hear Brunson Case, Again 

Ukraine Farming Children for Elite Pedophiles, While Russia is Saving the Children 

https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=219524 

 

It is only wise to store at least a month’s worth of food, water, cash and essential items. 

My Country, 'Tis of Thee (thetabernaclechoir.org) 

 

Judy Note: What We Think We Know as of Wed. 22 March 2023: 

 Trump Indictment Called Off – Prosecutor found to have withheld almost 600 Pages of 

pro-Trump evidence from the Grand Jury investigation. 

 Supreme Court Refuses to Hear Brunson Case, again. Biden and Congress appeared to 

have committed Treason by not upholding their Oath of Office to support the 

Constitution and investigating 50 cases of possible voter fraud in the 2020 Election, yet 

the Supreme Court has twice now refused to even review the case. Do we have a corrupt 

Judicial System? 

 Ukraine Farming Children for Elite Pedophiles, While Russia is Saving the Children 

https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=219524 

 The New Quantum Financial System has been running alongside the old SWIFT 

System for some time, but was now taking over the Cabal’s Central Bank System – 

which was collapsing. 

 Since Friday 10 March 2023, over 200 US banks and 1,400 banks worldwide have 

collapsed, plus the Federal Reserve was bankrupt. Feds Announce Emergency Measures 

To Save US Banks | Conservative Insider 

 Since that same Friday 10 March, banking systems have been using the new Unified 

Payment Interface (UPI) on the Quantum Financial System (QFS) for foreign currency 

swaps. https://dinarrecaps.com/our-blog/goldilocks-prepare-yourselves-for-the-old-

guard-to-fall-3-11-2023 
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 On Mon. 13 March The Kingpin of the Global Currency Reset – the Iraqi Dinar – 

revalued in-country and began trading on the Forex. 

 On Mon. 20 March, a week later, a Global Currency Reset of 66 nations happened on 

this first day of Spring. More nations would follow to eventually add up to 209 nations in 

the new gold/ asset-backed system. 

 By Wed. 22 March, through #ISO20022 and the new StarLink Satellite System, 

currencies of the world had completed their digital integration of bank accounts from the 

Global Central Banking System to the Quantum Financial System (GFS). 

 “Project Sandman” has also completed, where 100+ nations’ global agreement ended 

the dominance of the US Dollar and Petrodollar. 

 The Federal Reserve was technically bankrupt. In 2023 the Fed will post its first annual 

operating loss of $80 billion since 1915. It will have a negative capital of $38B. This loss 

does not count the $1.3 trillion unrealized loss on it’s portfolio. 

A. Changeover to the new Global Financial System: 

 The Stock Market is rigged. When the Market drops and we’re in a down trend, 95% 

of normal people are losing it all as they can’t Short Sell the market. 

 The Deep State doesn‟t want small businesses in America. Big corporations don’t 

want the competition for their new system. The system they are developing is the same 

system that Mussolini developed in Italy. It’s called Fascism.  

 Inflation is one way of getting rid of the Deep State corrupt system and ushering in a 

news people’s system. This is what we are witnessing right now with the Global 

Currency Reset on the Quantum Financial System. 

 Central Banks were shutting down — bankrupted. Old financial systems bankrupted. 

Congress, White House, IRS, Federal Reserve has been shut down — U.S. Corporation is 

bankrupted.  

 The Quantum Financial System will be using XRP and XLM Digital Assets.  

 The QFS has been running in parallel with the Central Banking System for some time. 

 Only gold-backed currencies that have a digital gold certificate can be transferred 

through the QFS. 

 Without the ability to certify existing money into the new QFS, all Central Bank 

activities will cease to have any relevance within this new financial system.  

 A country that is not GESARA compliant will be left out of the QFS and eventually 

will be left out of the international trade. 

 Once established through the GCR, the price of gold will become irrelevant. 

Judy Note: I apologize for publishing a Wed. 15 March section in my Update titled ―How to 

use the new Quantum Financial System Universal Digital Currencies‖ – information that was 

now believed to be bogus, as was the website: https://www.quantumledgerfirm.net/register.php. 

Q) The Storm Rider on Telegram gave me the information and was vigorously promoting what 

now appeared to be a scam that was in no way connected to the Quantum Financial System. 

Unfortunately, there were nefarious ones who tracked our communication, our Intel exchanges 

https://www.quantumledgerfirm.net/register.php


and various updates – including mine. Their number one goal appeared to be exploiting our 

weaknesses and doing us harm. 

If you are reading this Restored Republic via a Global Currency Reset Update on, or 

published from, Dinar Chronicles, please realize that it has been redacted. For an un-redacted 

version see a PDF copy at the report’s end. 

 

B. Global Currency Reset: 

 

 Wed. 22 March MarkZ: CMKX deliveries expected on Thurs. 23 March. We are 

seeing some really substantial rates bouncing around the screens. $6.80 has been one we 

have seen for the Dinar. We don’t know if that is a real rate or a place holder. We are also 

seeing Dong showing up over $4 regularly. We really don’t know if they are placeholders 

or real rates. 

 Tues. 21 March Bruce: The Green Light for the RV has been given from both the 

Military and Department of Defense. ISO20022 protocols were fully activated by Tues. 

21 March at 9am EST. Bond Holders were to receive their final emails in order to 

access their funds Tues. night 21 March. Tier 4B (Us, the Internet Group) should 

receive emails to make appointments within hours of Bond Holders receiving those final 

emails. A top person at the US Treasury said that everything including Tier4B 

notification would be released by Thurs. 23 March at the latest. 

 On Mon. evening 13 March two High Up Contacts reported that the new currency rates 

of the Global Currency Reset were locked in on Bank Screens; Tier 1 had already gone; 

Tier 2 was processing and Tier 4 (including Us, the Internet Group) would go very soon.  

 Tues. 14 March Rod Steel: The Iraqi Dinar was International in-country only – in other 

words, Iraqis can use their Dinar internationally. 

 Wed. 22 March RayRen98: Dinar $6.80, Dong $3-$4 

 Economic System Destroyed on Schedule; Restructure Coming: 

https://dinarchronicles.com/2023/03/20/x22-report-economic-system-destroyed-right-on-

schedule-restructure-coming/ 

 Currency War Has Begun: https://dinarchronicles.com/2023/03/22/x22-report-the-

currency-war-has-begun-the-cbdc-is-being-rejected-this-will-spread-worldwide/ 

 Countries Moving Away From CBDC Fed Will be Trapped in their Narrative: 

https://dinarchronicles.com/2023/03/22/x22-report-states-and-countries-moving-away-

from-cbdc-fed-will-be-trapped-in-their-narrative/ 

C. Restored Republic: 

 Wed. 22 March Brunson vs. Adams: SCOTUS "declined" the second petition - Case 

#22-380 is dead - Brunsons NOT deterred http://www.cedarhillscitizens.org/13-zero-

george-soros-one-of-satans-favorite-useful-idiots/   
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 Wed. 22 March Brunson vs. Adams: "The Supreme Court has declined to docket the 

second petition for rehearing. The Loy Arlan Brunson case will probably be moving 

forward to the Supreme Court or the 10th Circuit Court of Appeals, within the next 30 

days." https://t.me/BrunsonBrothersSCOTUS/402 

 On Wed. 22 March Ken Cromar of the “Ken and Barbie vs. Goliath IRS” case was 

on the phone with Raland Brunson when Raland received the news. Ken reported: 

―Raland said that it appears that case led the way and discovered points that will be 

helpful to Loy's case which has freed up by the US District Court finally making a 

decision on his case freeing Loy to file his case with SCOTUS now. It will be an even 

stronger case! Please consider keeping the Brunson Brothers in your prayers, asking for 

God to inspire them beyond their own formidable intelligence, with wisdom beyond their 

own. The Lord’s timing is PERFECT every time.‖  

 Juan O Savin: BRUNSON vs ADAMS is a case against 385 persons in Congress, plus 

Biden, Harris and Pence. The people named in the suit voted to certify the 2020 Election. 

Anybody in Government service swears an oath to protect the Constitution from all 

enemies Foreign and Domestic. The fact that Congress certified the vote without 

verifying meant they didn’t protect the citizens’ Constitutional Right to fair 

representation. This is a Treasonous act. The remedy is they can no longer hold office. 

 The Alliance has confirmed that their goal of defeating the Deep State has been far 

more complex, time-consuming and difficult than had been anticipated and planned for. It 

is becoming increasingly obvious that world-changing information is about to be made 

public, probably sooner than expected. 

 Deep State, New World Order, CDC that NIH, FDA, World Economic Forum and Big 

Pharma, IRS and Federal Reserve along with the World Banks and Wall Street, Will be 

Exposed - American Media Group (amg-news.com) 

 This coming November Donald Trump was likely to be re-elected as the first President 

of the new Republic of America. This was likely to be accompanied by the much-

anticipated mass arrests. There are literally over one hundred seventy thousand sealed 

criminal indictments ready to be executed, with some already executed.  

 Trump was to be indicted on Wednesday 22 March and would have been asked to 

surrender for arraignment next week. However, on that Wed. the Trump Grand Jury was 

called off for the day, delaying a possible indictment vote. That afternoon it was learned 

that the chief prosecutor for the State of New York had withheld almost 600 pages of 

evidence from the Grand Jury hearing Trump’s case. 

 Anonymous High Up Contact: Remember, everything is "smoke & mirrors"... from 

the possible Trump arrest to the Big Guy / fake president's arrest. The war is still 

happening largely behind the scenes, with major [DS] players, in every profession, being 

taken out one-by-one! Whenever the military hammer finally does fall, it will primarily 

be an "ankle brace" round up & the mass incarnation of the remaining "small fries," many 

of whom have already been convicted under Military Law. The Alliance is now focused 

on the evil ones capabilities to "make war" and do massive damage... i.e. the Alliance is 

focused on the destruction of their monetary supply (Central Banks / Fed). Once this final 
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phase of the mission is complete, all else will manifest rather quickly! I still maintain, in 

7 days, 7 weeks, or in 7 months... no one knows, but a select few.  

D. Trump‟s Indictment, Arrest: 

 Trump Indictment Called off after District Attorney Alvin Bragg caught hiding 600 

pages of "exculpatory evidence" from grand jury in the case built against Trump. 

https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=219525 

 Fox News Revealed Truth About Why Democrats Are Arresting Trump: 

https://patriotpulse.net/all-hell-broke-loose-when-fox-news-revealed-the-truth-about-

why-democrats-are-arresting-trump/ 

 The Threatened Arrest or President Trump Centers on the matter of “Habeas 

Corpus.” https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=219527 

 Trump supporters gathered for the fourth day as early as 4 a.m. Tuesday along the 

Southern Boulevard Bridge, leading to former President Trump's Mar-A-Lago Club, 

since Trump called for protests over his possible arrest. 

 Judy Note: It is my opinion that in the event of Trump‟s indictment, the Military 

would be obligated to announce – likely through an Emergency Broadcast – that since 

Trump was in reality the Acting US President, he could not be indicted since he was still 

in office. Also, the Military would most likely reveal that Trump had handed over his 

presidential powers to the US Military prior to the 2020 Election and even though they 

were officially in charge, they had been answering to Trump since Biden was supposedly 

inaugurated. In addition, the Military would need to explain that Biden was not elected 

the US President due to massive fraud in the 2020 Election that produced false results. It 

has been proven through official Watermarked Ballots calculated by the Military during 

the 2020 Election, that Trump won that 2020 Election by an over 80% vote in all 50 

states. ―Trump Won and You Know It‖: Trump Won - Natasha Owens - YouTube 

E. Biden Crime Family 

 Joe Biden May Have To Pardon Hunter Biden  | The Liberty Revolution 

 The Biden Crime Family made millions in Ukraine performing nefarious and criminal 

activities including espionage. There are 1,850 boxes of Classified Documents and 415 

gigabytes of electronic records (Phone Calls, Videos) related to Biden Crime. 

F. International Child Sex Trafficking, Organ and Adrenochrome Harvesting Ring 

 Ukraine is farming children in factories for Elite Pedophiles, while Russia is saving 

the Children: https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=219524 

 Major food corporations use tissue from aborted babies to manufacture flavor 

additives in processed foods. Since most of today’s processed food lacks flavor, 

companies like Senomyx are hired to develop flavors on their own. Every time you 

purchase mass-produced processed "food" from the likes of Kraft, PepsiCo, or Nestle, 
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you're choosing, whether you realize it or not, to feed your family not only genetically 

engineered poisons and chemical additives, but also various flavoring agents 

manufactured using the tissue of aborted human bab!es. 

G. Covid/ Monkey Pox/ Ebola/ AIDS/ Drugs/ Vax Hoax: 

 Putin Destroys 60% of Covid Vaccines in Russia: 

https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=219526 

 Dr. Naomi Wolf: "So the next generation of little boys doesn't even have to be 

vaccinated in order to have their masculinity impaired. But she also found that they were 

degrading the Leydig cells and the Sertoli cells in the testes, which are literally the 

factories of masculinity. So literally, we don't know if these little boys of vaccinated 

moms are going to turn into men, essentially." 

 VACCINE WARNING: U.S. Doctors warn the world to stop taking the Covid 

Vaccines, they are toxic, lethal, ineffective and must be stopped. They damage the brain, 

heart, liver, bone marrow, fetus, causing harm in the human body leading to injury and 

death. 

 Remember the PCR tests? Well the MSM have confirmed that they were laced with 

poisonous chemical Sodium Azide. 

 A Southwest pilot departing from Las Vegas collapsed during mid flight. 

 There are over 250,000 pharmaceutical drugs on the market 500 of those are 

antibiotics, and not one of them are designed to cure anything. There's no law that 

requires pharmaceutical companies to Manufacture drugs that cure. as a matter of fact 

they continue to ban natural healing herbs that have been used by our ancestors proven to 

be effective. The powers that be have swopped out natural healing herbs & remedies for 

inorganic synthetic drugs that only partially cover symptoms… in the long run these kind 

of pharmaceutical drugs can potentially cause more damage to the human body & innate 

immune system. 

H. The Real News for Wed. 22 March 2023: 

 Louisiana: Multiple Hazmat crews are on scene of a hazardous chemical emanating from 

the BioLab chemical plant in Westlake, Louisiana. 

 Texas: Massive explosion at Ineos Phenol chemicals plant in Pasadena, Texas. 

 The Deep State wants to destroy Russia for their natural resources. Biden & The 

Globalists Are Hellbent on Destroying Russia For Their Natural Resources - At The Risk 

of Nuclear War & Billions Dead (rumormillnews.com) 

 There is a video of a failed assassination attempt on Donald Trump when he was in 

East Palestine, Ohio. 

 Ireland's Department of Justice says that Russia's president Putin will be arrested if he 

ever sets foot in the country after the ICC announced warrants for his arrest. 

https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=219526
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 Free Energy: The Ancients possessed powerful EMF technologies, which were used to 

create free Etheric energy. Ether was commonly accepted in science until about 100 years 

ago, and then atomism took over. Now you can't even mention Ether and free energy in 

science, you would be ridiculed and most likely lose your job/position. 

I. The QFS Destroys the Central Banking System: QFS Destroys Central Banking System - 

QFS Stops the Deep State in Their Track - Global Currency Reset - Trust The Plan! - American 

Media Group (amg-news.com) 

 With the QFS, the world can be flooded with gold-backed currencies that are designed 

to eliminate the old Cabal financial system where Central Banksters were in control over 

all financial transactions. 

 With the activation of the QFS, the Alliance will have completely destroyed the 

Rothschild Central Banking system that has been designed by Meyer Amschel Rothschild 

(1744 – 1812) to control the world economy and put the world population into debt 

slavery. 

 The QFS has been running in parallel with the Central Banking System for some time 

and has countered many hacking attempts by the Cabal to steal funds. In the process, 

many banksters have been caught red handed and arrested.  

 This powerful quantum computer system assigns a digital number to every fiat 

dollar/euro/Yen sitting in every bank account all over the world and consequently 

monitors in real time money streams; knowing exactly where particular monies went, 

when it was transferred, who sent it by their login info, and which account received the 

money. 

 Only gold-backed currencies that have a digital gold certificate can be transferred 

through the QFS. The gold certificate references a serial number on a piece of gold held 

in reserve to back the currency. Off-world technologies are used to quarantine the gold 

used to back the currencies. There is no way it can be stolen or taken out of the secure 

vaults where they are stored. That is why it is called gold-backed currency, it has to 

reference back to the piece of gold in the vault that is backing it.  

 References to „asset-backed currencies‟ is the process of establishing a currency 

based on assets within the country of origin. Assets are the justification to establish the 

amount of currency available in a country, but all denominations of currencies must be 

resided within the QFS and been given a gold certificate to be active within the QFS. If 

the assets are mined or extracted from the earth, they will be sold on the marketplace as 

with any other commodity. This is an enormous process, an assignment of no small feat 

to accomplish. But, a required process to ensure worldwide value to all currencies used 

within the QFS. 

 Any Fiat currency that cannot be regarded clean, clear, non-terroristic and not 

established to support illegal activities, that disqualifies most Fiat currencies, cannot 

become a legal currency in the QFS. – Fiat currencies received from legal activities will 

be exchanged for gold-backed currencies at the bank. 

 Global Currency Reset: Without the ability to certify existing money into the new QFS, 

all Central Bank activities will cease to have any relevance within this new financial 

system. A country that is not GESARA compliant will be left out of the QFS and 

eventually will be left out of the international trade. Their oil or grains, or whatever, are 

https://amg-news.com/qfs-destroys-central-banking-system-qfs-stops-the-deep-state-in-their-track-global-currency-reset-trust-the-plan/
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still valuable but how is a GESARA compliant nation going to pay for commodities to a 

non-participant in the QFS? The money cannot be transferred. Non-compliant countries, 

if any, will be left to barter commodities or work out a credit exchange with other 

countries, a system that is not presently available to do business at any level of relevancy. 

Talking about third world countries – non-compliant countries will be relegated to fourth 

or fifth world countries. 

 Each country must be GESARA compliant to participate in the QFS. The Alliance will 

use a specific quantitative formula to establish the amount of currency available, ―in a 

country,‖ which is to be gold-backed in the QFS. The results of the formula will establish 

a fair value of each country’s assets as compared to one and another. There is far more 

gold than needed to accomplish the gold-backing of all world currencies.  

 Once established through the GCR, the price of gold will become irrelevant for the 

value of a specific currency against each other. All monies are equally calibrated. 

 The application of the formula and the common value of all gold, means that one 

country‟s currency has to have the same value as another country‟s currency. This is 

called the Global Currency Reset – the reset of all currencies on par with all other world 

currencies and each one has a gold certificate to validate authenticity. It’s a requirement 

of each country to use the reset formula and apply the worldwide standard, to assure the 

QFS to function as planned. That is the reason why a country must be GESARA 

compliant to participate in the QFS. 

 Donald Trump re-elected as first President of the new Republic of America. The 

Alliance has confirmed that their goal of defeating the Deep State has been far more 

complex, time-consuming and difficult than had been anticipated and planned for. It is 

becoming increasingly obvious that world-changing information is about to be made 

public, probably sooner than expected.  

 This is likely to be accompanied by the much-anticipated mass arrests. There are 

literally over one hundred seventy thousand sealed criminal indictments ready to be 

executed, and partly already have been executed.  

 Once Donald Trump is re-elected as the first President of the new Republic of 

America in this coming November, this sequence of events will take place, it will be up 

to the awakened readers to help everyone to understand what is going on, explaining the 

positive nature of the changes that already are occurring and those that are underway. 

 The deliberate debasement of our fiat currency by central bankers is theft, and is the 

current monies are counterfeited. The Founding Fathers of the United States of America 

saw counterfeiting as a serious crime, deserving the death penalty. 

 GESARA NESARA QFS Global Financial Reset – Everything is Changing – Trust 

The Plan! The Deep State do not want small businesses in America. Big corporations do 

want the competition for their new system. The system they are developing is the same 

system that Mussolini developed in Italy, it’s called fascism. Inflation is one way of 

getting rid of the old corrupt system and ushering in a news people’s system. This is what 

we are witnessing right now. 

 The Quantum Financial System is coming, XRP and XLM – digital assets are here 

to stay whether you like it or not. The XRPQFS Manual is intended for the new user who 

knows nothing about Nesara – Gesara, XRP and digital assets. 

 The game always been rigged. Most people invest their money/savings in the stock 

market with financial institutions who offers investments packages to BUY in the market. 



MOST people can’t SHORT/SELL the market. So when it drops and we’re in a down 

trend 95% of normal people are losing it all as they can’t SHORT/Sell the market. 

 This is What a Banking Crisis Looks Like, Dr. Mount: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UJMiW8p1uL4 

J. Must Watch Videos: 

 Wed. 22 March: GCR QFS NESARA Situation Report Mar 22: SCOTUS Tied To 

Trump Arrest! INCREDIBLE News: QFS Started! JFK Secrets! Trump Clone?! April 1st 

Marker! Quantum Internet System Up! Wow! | Politics | Before It's News 

(beforeitsnews.com) 

 Wed. 22 March Situation Update: Situation Update - Global Alliances Forming 

Against US As Banks Fail Worldwide & Genocide Continues! QFS Started! Near Death 

Experiment Imminent! - We The People News | Opinion - Conservative | Before It's 

News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Wed. 22 March, Arrest of Trump, Juan O Savin: Juan O' Savin: The Arrest of Donald 

J.Trump with Jaco Booyens (Video) | Alternative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Wed. 22 March Covid Exposed: Groundbreaking: Dr. Mikovits Exposes the Biggest 

COVID Secret!! (Video) | Alternative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Global Financial Reset: Trust the Plan: https://amg-news.com/gesara-nesara-qfs-

global-financial-reset-everything-is-changing-trust-the-plan-video/ 

 QFS, GCR, Med Bed Intel Step Out of The Matrix Into The Golden Age ~ Trust 

The Plan! – https://amg-news.com/qfs-gcr-med-bed-intel-step-out-of-the-matrix-and-

into-the-golden-age-trust-the-plan/ 

 GESARA/ NESARA: GESARA / NESARA Build Up Towards The Great Finale: Black 

Swan Even, Stock Market, False Flags, Deep State, Med Beds, QFS & Brunson Case 

 QFS Satellite Monetary System: QFS Satellite Monetary System & GCR Leading To 

GESARA Permanent Golden Age | 5D QFS Stops All 3D Deep State Corruption In Its 

Tracks 

 Global Currency Reset: The GCR, The Global Currency Reset – Quantum Financial 

System (QFS) – The Black Swan Event (Global Market Crash) Is Coming Soon! 

 QFS Ends Central Banking System: QFS System Advanced Without Equivalent | QFS 

Ends Corrupt Cabal Central Banking Systems – Trust The Plan! 

 QFS – Trust the Plan: QFS – A Completely Different Quantum Technology Than the 

World Has Ever Known – Trust The Plan! 

K. Judy Note on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of Children in Your Neighborhood: 

Since 1990 I have been doing investigations on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of children at the 

request of brave SRA Survivor-victims who were witnesses to and victims of pedophile, torture 

and murder crimes of Satanic leaders and their covens. During this time I have found Satanists 

implanted in law offices, local police, county sheriff's offices and all the way up to the Attorney 
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General Offices in my state and others and then the carnage went on to the internationally 

organized Ninth Circle Satanic Cult that runs out of the Vatican. 

There's certainly no help from US or other nation's government agencies, including the FBI or 

CIA perpetrators. These legal entities successfully negate even the opening of cases of the ritual 

abuse and murder of children, let alone do valid investigations. 

To be honest and to my knowledge there was no safe place on either a local, national or 

international level that has been set up to report Satanic Crime – likely the main reason why 

local, national and international Satanic Covens so easily and on a regular basis, get away with 

the torture and murder of thousands of children – many times bred for the purpose without birth 

certificates, or identification. 

L. “Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her twenty two 

multiple personalities” by Judy Byington, Foreword by Dr. Colin A. Ross, M.D. RAW: Dr. 

Colin Ross – Robert David Steele 

Jenny Hill's witness to a Satanic Child Sacrifice Rite: Woman Sees Human Sacrifice - 

YouTube  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4 

WARNING: Jenny gave a graphic description about how she at the tender age of five, was raped, 

tortured, forced to view a Child Sacrifice and save for Divine intervention, was almost killed 

herself – not unlike the sordid experiences of thousands of other child victims of Satanic 

Worshippers. Perpetrators giving homage to Satan were organized from the US Inc's CIA, Queen 

Elizabeth's, Illuminati Banking families' and Vatican's Ninth Circle Child Sacrifice Cult on down 

to the Clintons, Hollywood, Pizzagate and local teenage covens. They were funded by this same 

Cabal that ran our global monetary system – the very organization that was in the process of 

being brought down by activation of the Global Currency Reset and Restored Republics of the 

world. It's no wonder that President Trump has stated, "These people are sick." 

M. The Global Currency Reset, Restored Republic and NESARA/GESARA were all about 

the Children 

It’s not about the money. It’s about the children – the thousands of malnourished and 

traumatized children who, in honor of Satan, were being raped and murdered so their Elite 

Perpetrators could supposedly gain power and rule the world.  

The first official act President Trump made the morning before he was sworn into office was to 

pay a visit to CIA Headquarters and declare a war on an international Child Sex Trafficking 

Ring run by these global elites.  

Let us fast and pray for these millions of little ones who right now, were being rescued from 

Cabal underground tunnels across the globe, and tortured and killed by Satanic Covens right 

next door. Let us also pray for those Military Troops worldwide who were risking their own lives 

to save them. The ancient doctrine of Fasting and Prayer was explained here at the 10:30:32 

mark: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mb9gU6DmKs 

https://robertdavidsteele.com/dr-colin-ross/
https://robertdavidsteele.com/dr-colin-ross/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mb9gU6DmKs


N. Judy Note: I do not now, nor have I ever, received monies for writing my Updates and 

articles. The compensation has been in having outlets to help Save the Children by exposing 

truths about the very secretive Satanic Ritual Abuse, Pedophilia and Child Sacrifice that was 

rampant in our international society. 

The above was a summary of information from the Internet. It would be up to the reader to do 

their own research and decide whether or not it was valid. 

I will send the Safe Link Website out when I find out what it is, plus it will be posted on several 

Dinar Websites and continue the Updates until they are no longer needed. I expect to be working 

with many of you in the near future. I can't tell you how much I have enjoyed getting to know 

you. You will remain in my heart forever. 

A huge Thank You to those dedicated and brave Intel providers who wished to remain unknown; 

to our Angel Martha who worked 24/7 to expose what’s really going on; to humble Wildfire Lady 

who is adept at exposing the truth; to Brad who does great research; to Bonni B who exposes the 

underlying causes of what is really happening and to Ken who uncovers almost unlimited Intel 

on pedophilia to help us Save the Children. 

Let us Thank Q that the reset has finally come to be. I wish you well in your humanitarian efforts 

and look forward to seeing you on the other side where together, we will make life better for all. 

Patience is a Virtue. Having Virtue is a sign of a good moral being. Good moral beings have the 

power to overcome evil and change the world. And, we will!!! . . . Judy 

Updates for the Week Prior: 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of March 22, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of March 21, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official 

RESTORED REPUBLIC VIA A GCR: UPDATE AS OF MONDAY 20 MARCH 2023  

Restored Republic via a GCR as of March 17, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of March 16, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of March 15, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official 

RESTORED REPUBLIC VIA A GCR: UPDATE AS OF TUESDAY 14 MARCH 2023 

(rumormillnews.com) 

https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2023/03/22/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-march-22-2023/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2023/03/21/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-march-21-2023/
https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=219347
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2023/03/17/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-march-17-2023/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2023/03/16/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-march-16-2023/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2023/03/15/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-march-15-2023/
https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=219015
https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=219015

